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Framingham Heart Study 
Offspring cohort

1971

1991

1995

1998

2001

2014

Begin with 5,124 subjects and undergo cycles of examination

⑤
⑥
⑦
3,029 completed cycle 7th 

Questionnaire 
about food & drinks 

in previous year
At each cycle

Recent intake

Cumulative intake

Exposure

2011

Stroke analysis Dementia analysis

Exclude
- prevalent stroke
- age < 45 y

Exclude
- prevalent dementia
- prevalent MCI
- age < 60 y

2,888: recent intake data
2,690: cumulative intake data

1,484: recent intake data
1,395: cumulative intake data

10 years of follow-up

Stroke case detection
- admission record
- imaging record
- annual survey

Confirmed by committee 
(including stroke 

neurologists)

Dementia case detection
- low / decline MMSE

- refer for cognitive concerns

- neuropsychological tests
- follow up 

Confirmed by committee 
(including neurologists and 

neuropsychologists)

Categorical intake of
● Total sugary drinks
● Sugar sweetened drinks
● Artificially sweetened drinks

Analysis: CoxPH
Exposure
1. Recent intake of
  1.1 Total sugary
  1.2 Sugar sweetened  
  1.3 Artificially sweetended
2. Cumulative intake of
  2.1 Total sugary
  2.2 Sugar sweetened  
  2.3 Artificially sweetended

Outcome
1. Stroke
2. Ischemic stroke
3. Dementia
4. Alzheimer's 

Covariates models
#1: Age, sex, total caloric 
intake, educationin dementia only

#2: #1+diet quality, physical 
activity, smoking
#3: #1+HT, CVD, AF, LVH, 
TC, HDL, DM, waist-hip 
ratio, genein dementia only 

6*3*4 
= 72 analyses done

Results

   Total sugar
   Sugar add

   Artificial

Total sugar
Sugar add

Artificial

Model#1 Model#2 Model#3
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Significant at all dose >0 drink / week

Significant at dose ≥1 drink / day

My opinions

- Questionnaires were validated
- Minimized recall bias

- Appropriate exclusion criteria

- Adequate follow up time
- Appropriate criteria for outcomes

- Once dementia diagnosed, 
clinical of stroke may went undetected
- Other cause of mortality not concerned

- Exposure status (and covariates) 
considered 'fixed' during these 10 y

- Should use Cox proportional hazard with
time-dependent covariate analysis
- Should consider competing risk analysis
- Total caloric intake & diet quality may be 
a factor in causal pathway between sugary 
drinks and outcome
- When analyse artificial drinks, sugary 
drinks should be a covariate, and the other 
ways around

Summary
- My most concerns are

- time-fixed covariate assumption
- not adjust for sugary drinks in 
analysis of artificial drinks

- My interpretations
- Just a warning, not solid evidence, 
that artificially sweeteners may be   
harmful and warrant further study
- Not a prove that 'natural' sugar is 
safe

*Even if you believe in these results, please take a look at 
KM curve in full paper and focus on the y-axis scale... then, 
live in peace
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